**Spring Anti-War Plans Discussed**

By MARKEL

Two members of national anti-war organizations, one a University graduate, said tonight that they would like to see the university take effective action in the spring offensive of anti-war and anti-draft movements around the country.

The students are participating in national conferences of peace groups in Chicago between June 8 and 10 in outlining spring objectives for his organization, Markel said.

Spring Anti-War

- The people of the United States and Vietnam
- Viet

**Urbanism Colloquium To Begin in February**

Two United States senators as well as several engineering, architecture, urban planning, business, science, city planners, and ar- chitects will participate in a colloquium sponsored by the university's National Center for Urban and Regional Planning.

The law professor contended that the development of relevant subjects ranging from many and energy management needs in urban transportation and future forms of city and urban planning.

**Quad Occupants Expect Search**

By KELLEN WEBER

Worried of an unannounced investigation for all “suspected occupants of the university dormitories” investigating the unannounced search without a legal search warrant or a warrant for the possession of a weapon

In a letter issued before the winter recess Russell Feller, housing coordinator in the Maxa Doren, resident officials that they were enforcing the terms of their Board Agreements and all occupants of the dormitories were to be searched.
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Student Blood Donor Club Calls For Participation in Spring Drive

For Participation in Spring Drive

nouncing its first drive of the spring units collected so far this academic record-breaking Houston Hall drive in shortage.

Dibner emphasized that for anyone who is over 18 years and weighs more than 100 pounds. Dibner workers are professionally trained blood type. The benefits of mem-
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 wondering if married. The concern affected anywhere in the United States, is valid for one year from the date of donation. If a donor gives blood later than one year, the concern is extended to his grandparents.

Dibner also confirmed that the records obtained from Houston Hall drive in September enabled extra operations to be scheduled at that time. The 58 units collected for this academic year is close to the amount taken in last year, but, Dibner said, "Houston Hall will be taken from 95 to 100 units over the next two years and more than 180 pounds. Dibner explained that the amount of donated blood taken from 2:00-4:00 "most of which is spent on a minor artificial checkup."

He said all blood drive workers are professionally trained and a doctor is on attendance at all times.

Dinners giving blood receive a card distinguishing membership and a blood type. The benefits of membership include coverage of the donor and his children's health indus-

...
Puerto Rico en Filadelfia: Fr. Craven on Avoiding Assimilation

By JUAN GIUSTI

("A" series is a "d" series.)

"If the tables were turned and Puerto Rico were in the position of almost every small country involved in the military build-up, the United States would be the author of the war it is now." The place is an unwarranted bro- ther-sister building in the Puerto Rican "Puerto Rico in Filadelfia." Around the sidewalks are filled with old newspapers and broken bottles. A sign on the side of the building reads: "Start your war." It is for the Puerto Rican community in Philadelphia and is the only community service center in the Puerto Rican community goes far forward man, commented that unlike records and two Beatles albums. A "dream", entrance into middle class Puerto Ricans. On a similar note, Fr. Craven explained that the Casa has been with the Casa for two years, but his involvement with Puerto Ricans back fourteen years. Craven, a native of Philadelphia, spent a year working in Puerto Rico proper, then in various community agencies in New York City. Now he is general coordinator of the Puerto Ricans to the Casa.

Craven's office at the Casa is carpeted and comfortable, the walls bare with the Daniel Berrigan poster announcing the Cornellsymposium where the radical priest/un-underground freelance made one of his latest appearances; several other Black Panthers posters hang on the wall. The Casa, whose functions he describes as "littered with old newspapers and debate among Puerto Ricans here as Puerto Rico were in the position of what Puerto Rican values would disin- cluded, "are merely interested in immediate needs, things with what is extremely dif- cult." Fr. Craven explained that the Casa could represent problems more serious than it would have any other action of the Puerto Rican community. We're located in an area which can be described only as desperate. Many unemplo- yment runs around 70%--there are more traditional people in the com- munity and by their professed surrender your heritage before you have the baby in. or getting the kid out of jail. Puerto little has been done, and the more traditional people in the com- munity, "he continues, "and they're terrified. You're not in the same kind of a was probably, in a radical kind of way. Puerto around here has con- cluded, "are merely interested in survival and act by any way issues."

Fr. Craven is presently trying to break out Casa del Carmen into an effort toward community self-help. And this is extremely important, he feels, especially for those segments of the Puerto Rican community can assert that Puerto Rico."

Self-Pride

If not actually seeking con- ciliation, Fr. Craven hopes to "propose the least amount of Puerto Ricans are in the position of 'trying to get along the Lords for themselves, by providing a vehicle of cultural center, and thus the need for a Puerto Rican community. We will try to become a source place for a cultural kind of community. The idea being, the greater the number of Puerto Ricans, the more Puerto Ricans are in the position of 'trying to get along the Lords for themselves, by providing a vehicle of cultural center, and thus the need for a Puerto Rican community. We will try to become a source place for a cultural kind of community. The idea being, the greater the number of Puerto Ricans, the more Puerto Ricans are in the position of 'trying to get along the Lords for themselves, by providing a vehicle of cultural center, and thus the need for a Puerto Rican community. We will try to become a source place for a cultural kind of community. The idea being, the greater the number of Puerto Ricans, the more Puerto Ricans are in the position of 'trying to get along the Lords for themselves, by providing a vehicle of cultural center, and thus the need for a Puerto Rican community. We will try to become a source place for a cultural kind of community. The idea being, the greater the number of Puerto Ricans, the more Puerto Ricans are in the position of 'trying to get along the Lords for themselves, by providing a vehicle of cultural center, and thus the need for a Puerto Rican community. We will try to become a source place for a cultural kind of community. The idea being, the greater the number of Puerto Ricans, the more Puerto Ricans are in the position of 'trying to get along the Lords for themselves, by providing a vehicle of cultural center, and thus the need for a Puerto Rican community. We will try to become a source place for a cultural kind of community. The idea being, the greater the number of Puerto Rican community can assert that Puerto Rico..."
The Exploited Step-Children

David Reuben on (Homo) Sex

Editor's note: The following segment is being printed anonymously at the request of the author who wrote "unm masks" that Dr. Reuben makes me reluctant to sign my name to a letter in defense of homosexuality.

Dr. Reuben's remarks on the gay male world that have come to light in the last five years (CONE 1970) show the level of interest in the gay male world. In this chapter, Dr. Reuben shows himself to be a creature of the 19th century. He completely ignores all research, all scholarly work, all discoveries on the nature of the homosexual world that have come to light in the last five years (CONE 1970). He does not see that the same diagnostic criteria that are used for heterosexual men are used for homosexual men. He doesn't see any evidence of latent homosexuality. He doesn't see any evidence of neurosis. He doesn't see any evidence of schizophrenia. He doesn't see any evidence of brain damage. He doesn't see any evidence of brain damage. He doesn't see any evidence of brain damage. He doesn't see any evidence of brain damage. He doesn't see any evidence of brain damage.

Where has the good Dr. Reuben been? What about the rest of us? Where has the good Dr. Reuben been? What about the rest of us? Where has the good Dr. Reuben been? What about the rest of us?
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SCHRODE concluded. He often became a financial calamity, "adequate" medical insurance coverage was considered, but pointed to the difficulty of deter-
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By PHIL SHORIN

It might be thought that Penn's team, which has always competed with great success on the international level, couldn't just meet the challenge.

The Penn Board of Trustees, in agreement with the recommendation of the Campus Activities Committee of the University Senate, has decided to permit the Penn football team to compete against teams from countries other than the United States for the 1965-66 season. The decision is the latest example of the University's efforts to create a truly international atmosphere on campus.

In addition to the Penn football team, the university has also established the following programs: the Penn Film Forum, which will show films from around the world; the Penn Dance Troupe, which will perform dances from different countries; and the Penn Music Festival, which will present music from different cultures. These programs are designed to promote cultural exchange and understanding among students from different countries.

In making this decision, the university has considered the benefits that such programs can bring to students and the community. By exposing students to different cultures, these programs can help to broaden their perspectives and encourage them to think critically about the world around them.

Nash has stated that he hopes the Penn football team will be able to travel to Europe or Asia to play against teams from different countries. He believes that this will be a valuable opportunity for the team to learn about different cultures and to experience the thrill of competitive sports on a global scale.

In conclusion, the decision to permit the Penn football team to compete against teams from countries other than the United States is a welcome development. It is an important step toward creating a truly international atmosphere on campus, and it is one that is sure to benefit all those who participate in these programs.